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PROPERTY A AND UNIFORM EMBEDDING FOR LOCALLY COMPACT
GROUPS
STEVEN DEPREZ1 AND KANG LI2
Abstract. For locally compact groups, we define an analogue to Yu’s property A that he
defined for discrete metric spaces. We show that our property A for locally compact groups
agrees with Roe’s notion of property A for proper metric spaces, defined in [11]. We prove
that many of the results that are known to hold in the discrete setting, hold also in the
locally compact setting. In particular, we show that property A is equivalent to amenability
at infinity (see [9] for the discrete case), and that a locally compact group with property A
embeds uniformly into a Hilbert space (see [17] for the discrete case). We also prove that
the Baum-Connes assembly map with coefficients is split-injective, for every locally compact
group that embeds uniformly into a Hilbert space. This extends results by Skandalis, Tu
and Yu [13], and by Chabert, Echterhoff and Oyono-Oyono [4].
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1. Introduction
Gromov introduced the notion of uniform embeddability of metric spaces and suggested that
finitely generated discrete groups that are uniformly embeddable in a Hilbert space, when viewed
as metric spaces with a word length metric, might satisfy the Novikov conjecture [5, 6]. Yu
showed that this is indeed the case, provided that the classifying space is a finite CW-complex
[17]. In the same paper Yu introduced a weak form of amenability on discrete metric spaces
that he called property A, which guarantees the existence of a uniform embedding into Hilbert
space. Higson and Roe observed in [9] that the metric space underlying a finitely generated
discrete group has property A if and only if it admits a topologically amenable action on some
compact Hausdorff space. Ozawa showed in [10] that a discrete group admits a topologically
amenable action on a compact Hausdorff space if and only if the group is exact. In the case
of property A groups, Higson strengthened Yu’s result by removing the finiteness assumption
on the classifying space [8]. Indeed, he proved that the Baum-Connes assembly map with
coefficients, for any countable discrete group which has a topologically amenable action on a
compact Hausdorff space, is split-injective. Baum, Connes and Higson showed that this implies
the Novikov conjecture [2]. Using Higson’s descent technique (see [8]), Skandalis, Tu and Yu
[13] were able to generalize the split-injectivity result to arbitrary discrete groups which admit
a uniform embedding into Hilbert space, and hence they answered Gromov’s question.
In [11], Roe generalized property A to proper metric spaces with bounded geometry (in the
sense of [12]). All second countable locally compact groups have a proper left-invariant metric
that implements the topology, and such a metric is unique up to coarse equivalence (see [7]
and [14]). Moreover, locally compact groups with a proper left-invariant metric, have bounded
geometry (see [7]). Roe already proved that his generalization of property A is equivalent to
Ozawa’s notion of exactness, see [11]. A locally compact group G satisfies Ozawa’s notion of
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exactness if there is a net of positive type kernels ki : G×G→ C that tends to 1 uniformly on
tubes, and such that each ki is supported in a tube. We say that a subset T ⊆ G×G is a tube
if it is contained in a set of the form Tube(K) = {(s, t) : s−1t ∈ K} ⊆ G×G for some compact
subset K ⊆ G. Anantharaman-Delaroche has shown in [1] that whenever a locally compact
group admits a topologically amenable action on a compact Hausdorff space, it also satisfies
Ozawa’s notion of exactness.
We give an alternative definition of property A, that resembles more closely Yu’s definition,
and we show that it is equivalent to Roe’s definition. Moreover, we give a direct and elementary
proof that it is equivalent to Ozawa’s notion of exactness. We continue by showing that a locally
compact group has property A if and only if it has a topologically amenable action on a compact
Hausdorff space. This statement was proven for discrete groups by Higson and Roe [9].
Whenever a locally compact group admits a topologically amenable action on a compact
Hausdorff space, it is uniformly embeddable into a Hilbert space (see [1]). By the above, this is
also true for groups with property A. We also give an alternative characterisation of the locally
compact groups that embed uniformly into a Hilbert space. We say that an action Gy X on
a compact Hausdorff space X has the Haagerup property if its transformation groupoid X ⋊G
admits a continuous proper conditionally negative type function. Then we show that a locally
compact group embeds uniformly into a Hilbert space if and only if it admits a Haagerup action
on a compact Hausdorff space. Finally, we apply Higson’s descent technique and the going–
down functor of Chabert, Echterhoff and Oyono-Oyono, to obtain an analogue of the result of
Skandalis, Tu and Yu (see [13]): we show that the Baum-Connes assembly map is split-injective
for all locally compact groups that embed uniformly into Hilbert space.
Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Uffe Haagerup and Ryszard Nest for sug-
gesting the topic of this paper and for valuable discussions. We would also like to thank Claire
Anantharaman-Delaroche for inspiring conversations.
2. Property A for locally compact groups
In this section, we introduce our own notion of property A for locally compact second count-
able (l.c.s.c.) groups. Yu first introduced property A for discrete metric spaces in [17]. Our own
notion of property A is closely modelled on Yu’s definition. Roe has introduced a generalization
of property A for proper metric spaces with bounded geometry (see [11]). Every second count-
able locally compact group G has a proper left-invariant metric d that implements the topology
on G. This metric is unique up to coarse equivalence. Moreover, the proper metric space (G, d)
has bounded geometry, see [7] and [14]. So Roe’s property A makes sense for l.c.s.c. groups,
and we show in theorem 2.3 that it agrees with our property A. We combine theorem 2.3 with
Anantharaman-Delaroche’s description of groups that are amenable at infinity [1, Proposition
3.4 and 3.5], i.e. groups that admit a topologically amenable action on a compact Hausdorff
space. In this way we obtain corollary 2.9: a l.c.s.c. group has property A if and only if it is
amenable at infinity.
For the rest of the paper, G will always denote a l.c.s.c. group. We fix a left Haar measure
µ on G. We also consider the measure µ′ on G×N which is the product measure of µ with the
counting measure on N.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a l.c.s.c. group and let K ⊆ G be a compact subset. Then we write
Tube(K) = {(s, t) ∈ G×G : s−1t ∈ K}.
We say that a subset T ⊆ G×G is a tube if {s−1t : (s, t) ∈ T } is precompact, or equivalently,
if T ⊆ Tube(K) for some compact subset K ⊆ G.
Definition 2.2. A l.c.s.c group G has property A if for any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0,
there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a family {As}s∈G of Borel subsets of G × N with
0 < µ′(As) <∞ such that
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• for all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K) we have
µ′(As∆At)
µ′(As ∩ At) < ε,
• (t, n) ∈ As implies (s, t) ∈ Tube(L).
Theorem 2.3 below gives a number of equivalent characterizations of property A. It is an
extention of [16] to the locally compact case. Condition (3) says that G has property A in the
sense of Roe [11], as a proper metric space with bounded geometry. Condition (5) is Ozawa’s
notion of exactness for l.c.s.c. groups [10]. The equivalence between (3) and (5) has already
been proven in [11], by reducing the problem to the discrete case. Nevertheless, we provide a
simple direct proof of their equivalence, for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a l.c.s.c. group. The following are equivalent:
1) G has property A;
2) For any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a
continuous map η : G→L1(G) such that ||ηt||1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ηs − ηt||1 < ε;
3) For any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and
a weak-∗ continuous map ν : G→C0(G)∗+ such that ||νt|| = 1, supp νt ⊆ tL for every
t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||νs − νt|| < ε;
4) For any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a
continuous map ξ : G→L2(G) such that ||ξt||2 = 1, supp ξt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ξs − ξt||2 < ε;
5) For any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a
continuous positive type kernel k : G×G→C such that supp k ⊆ Tube(L) and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
|k(s, t)− 1| < ε.
In statements (2)-(5), we assume that the maps η, ν, ξ, k are continuous, because this is
standard for locally compact groups. But in fact, each of the statements (2)-(5) is equivalent
to the corresponding statement without the continuity assumption. In lemma 2.5, we carefully
state and prove this for statement (2). We omit the argument for statements (3)-(5), as it is
entirely analogous. Part of the proof of lemma 2.5 below consists of convolving η with a “nice”
function. We use the same class of “nice” functions several times in the paper, so we give them
a name.
Definition 2.4. A cut-off function for G is a function f in Cc(G) such that
• f ≥ 0;
• f(t−1) = f(t) for all t ∈ G;
• supp f is a compact neighborhood of the unit element e of G;
• ∫G f(t)dµ(t) = 1.
Observe that every l.c.s.c. group has cut-off functions.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a l.c.s.c. group. Suppose that G satisfies the following property.
2′) For any compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a
map η : G→L1(G) such that ‖ηt‖1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
‖ηs − ηt‖1 < ε;
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Then we can assume that the map t 7→ ηt is continuous, i.e., G satisfies property (2) from
theorem 2.3 above.
Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. In step one, we show that we can assume that t 7→ ηt
is a Borel map. In step two we use a convolution argument to make t 7→ ηt continuous.
Step 1: We can assume that t 7→ ηt is a piecewise constant Borel map.
Fix any compact subset C ⊆ G with non-empty interior. Since G is second countable, we find
a sequence (sn) in G such that G = ∪nsnC. Define a sequence (Cn) of Borel subsets of G by
induction as follows. We set C1 = s1C and for each n > 1, we set Cn = snC \ (C1∪ . . .∪Cn−1).
Let ε > 0 and let K ⊆ G be a compact subset. Then we see that the product CKC−1 ⊆ G
is still a compact subset. Since G satisfies our condition (2′), we find a map η : G → L1(G)
and a compact subset L ⊆ G such that ‖ηt‖1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(CKC−1)
‖ηs − ηt‖1 < ε;
Define a Borel map ξ : G → L1(G) setting ξt = ηsn whenever t ∈ Cn. This is well-defined
because G is the disjoint union of the Borel sets Cn. We see that ‖ξt‖1 = 1 for all t ∈ G.
Observe that, if t ∈ Cn, then it follows that sn ∈ tC−1. Let (s, t) ∈ Tube(K) and take n,m ∈ N
such that s ∈ Cn, t ∈ Cm. Then we see that s−1n sm ∈ CKC−1, so
‖ξs − ξt‖1 = ‖ηsn − ηsm‖1 < ε.
Moreover, we compute that supp(ξt) = supp(ηsm) ⊆ smL ⊆ tC−1L. It is now clear that ξ is a
Borel map that satisfies condition (2′).
Step 2: We can assume that t 7→ ηt is continuous.
Fix a cut-off function f : G → [0,∞). Denote C = supp(f). Let ε > 0 and let K ⊆ G be
a compact subset. By step 1, we find a piecewise constant Borel map η : G → L1(G) and a
compact subset L ⊆ G such that ‖ηt‖1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(CKC−1)
‖ηs − ηt‖1 < ε;
We define ξ : G→ L1(G) by the formula
ξt(v) =
∫
G
f(s−1t) |ηs(v)| dµ(s).
We check that ξt is indeed in L1(G) and has norm 1 and still satisfies condition (2′). Then we
show that ξ is a continuous map, and hence staisfies condition (2) of theorem 2.3.
We compute that
‖ξt‖1 =
∫
G
∫
G
f(t−1s) |ηs(v)| dµ(s)dµ(v) =
∫
G
f(t−1s) ‖ηs‖1 dµ(s) =
∫
G
f(s)dµ(s) = 1.
It is clear that the support of ξt is contained in the compact subset tCL. Whenever we have
(s, t) ∈ Tube(K), we see that
‖ξs − ξt‖1 =
∫
G
∣∣∣∣
∫
G
f(r−1s) |ηr(v)| dµ(r) −
∫
G
f(r−1t) |ηr(v)| dµ(r)
∣∣∣∣ dµ(v)
≤
∫
G
∫
G
f(r−1) |ηsr(v)− ηtr(v)| dµ(r)dµ(v)
=
∫
G
f(r) ‖ηsr − ηtr‖1 dµ(r)
< ε
∫
G
f(r)dµ(r) = ε.
where the last inequality follows because (sr, tr) ∈ Tube(CKC−1) whenever r−1 ∈ C.
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Suppose that (tn) is a sequence in G that tends to t. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that tn remains in the compact neighborhood tC. It follows that
‖ξtn − ξt‖1 ≤
∫
G
∫
G
∣∣f(s−1tn)− f(s−1t)∣∣ |ηs(v)| dµ(s)dµ(v)
=
∫
G
∣∣f(s−1tn)− f(s−1t)∣∣ ‖ηs‖1 dµ(s).
This last integral converges to 0 by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
We have shown that our continuous map ξ : G→ L1(G) satisfies the required conditions. 
Throughout this paper, we often need to “smoothen” a given kernel. For example, when we
are given a measurable kernel k0 on G, we can obtain a continuous kernel by convolving k0 with
a cut-off function. Lemma 2.6 below shows that this convolution procedure preserves a number
of relevant properties of the kernel.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a l.c.s.c group and let k0 : G × G → C be a measurable kernel that is
bounded on every tube. Let f : G → [0,∞) be a cut-off function for G. Define a new kernel
k : G×G→ C by the formula
(1) k(s, t) =
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w)k0(sv, tw)dµ(v)dµ(w)
This kernel satisfies the following properties
1) k is bounded on every tube.
2) k is continuous. In fact, k satisfies the following uniform continuity property: whenever
sn → s and tn → t in G, then we have that
sup
v∈G
|k(vsn, vtn)− k(vs, vt)| → 0.
3) if the support of k0 is a tube, then also the support of k is a tube.
4) if k0 is a positive type kernel, then so is k.
Proof. Observe that the new kernel k is well-defined, because for fixed s, t ∈ G, the function
(v, w) 7→ f(v)f(w)k0(sv, tw)
is a bounded measurable function with compact support. We check that k satisfies properties
(1)− (4).
property (1): Let T ⊆ G×G be a tube. Observe that T0 = T (supp(f)× supp(f)) is still
a tube. So k0 is bounded on T0, say by C > 0. For any (s, t) ∈ T and v, w ∈ supp(f), we get
that (sv, tw) ∈ T0, hence
|k(s, t)| ≤
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w) |k0(sv, tw)| dµ(v)dµ(w)
≤ C
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w)dµ(v)dµ(w) = C.
So k is bounded by on T .
property (2): Suppose that sn → s and tn → t in G. Let U be a compact neighborhood of
identity. We can assume that sn ∈ sU and tn ∈ tU for all n ∈ N. By assumption, k0 is bounded
on the tube T = Tube(supp(f)−1U−1s−1tU supp(f)), say by C > 0. Let r ∈ G be arbitrary.
We compute that
|k(rsn, rtn)− k(rs, rt)| ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w)k0(rsnv, rtnw) − f(v)f(w)k0(rsv, rtw)dµ(v)dµ(w)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
G
∫
G
∣∣f(s−1n v)f(t−1n w)− f(s−1v)f(t−1w)∣∣ |k0(rv, rw)| dµ(v)dµ(w)
≤ C
∫
G
∫
G
∣∣f(s−1n v)f(t−1n w) − f(s−1v)f(t−1w)∣∣ dµ(v)dµ(w)
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The last inequality follows from the fact that (rv, rw) ∈ T whenever either s−1n v, t−1n w ∈ supp(f)
or s−1v, t−1w ∈ supp(f). The last line does not depend on r and converges to 0 by the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem because f is continuous and has compact support.
property (3): A simple direct computation shows that the support of k is contained in
supp(k0)(supp(f)× supp(f)).
property (4): It is well-known that a kernel is of positive type if and only if there is a
Hilbert space H and a map ξ : G→ H such that k(s, t) = 〈ξ(s), ξ(t)〉 for all s, t ∈ G. The map
ξ can be chosen to be weakly Borel if k is Borel.
Take such a Borel map ξ0 : G → H for the kernel k0. Observe that ξ0 is bounded because
k0 is. So the formula
ϕs(η) =
∫
G
f(v)〈ξ0(sv), η〉dµ(v)
defines a bounded anti-linear functional on H . By the Riesz representation theorem, there is a
unique vector ξ(s) such that ϕs(η) = 〈ξ(s), η〉 for all η ∈ H . It now suffices to observe that
k(s, t) = 〈ξ(s), ξ(t)〉.

We are now ready to prove theorem 2.3
proof of theorem 2.3. 1)⇒ 2): Let K ⊆ G be a compact subset and let ε > 0. By lemma 2.5,
we only have to find a map η : G → L1(G) that satisfies the conditions in (2′), i.e, condition
(2), but η is not necessarily continuous.
Since G has property A, we find a compact subset L ⊆ G and {As}s∈G a family of Borel
subsets in G× N with 0 < µ′(As) <∞ such that
• for all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K) we have
µ′(As∆At)
µ′(As ∩ At) <
ε
2
,
• (t, n) ∈ As implies (s, t) ∈ Tube(L).
For s, t ∈ G, we denote At,s = ({s} × N) ∩ At. It follows from Tonelli’s theorem that
∫
G
|At,s|dµ(s) =
∫
G×N
χAt(s, n)dµ
′(s, n) = µ′(At) <∞.
For each t ∈ G, consider the almost everywhere defined measurable map ηt : G→C defined by
ηt(s) =
|At,s|
µ′(At)
.
It is clear that 0 ≤ ηt ∈ L1(G) and ‖ηt‖1 = 1 for all t ∈ G. Note that
‖ηs · µ′(As)− ηt · µ′(At)‖1 =
∫
G
| |As,x| − |At,x| | dµ(x)
≤
∫
G
|({x} × N) ∩ (As∆At)|dµ(x)
= µ′(As∆At),
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where the last equality follows from Tonelli’s theorem. Hence we see that for all (s, t) ∈
Tube(K),
||ηs − ηt||1 ≤
∥∥∥∥ηs − ηt · µ
′(At)
µ′(As)
∥∥∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥∥ηt · µ
′(At)
µ′(As)
− ηt
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ µ
′(As∆At)
µ′(As)
+
∣∣∣∣µ
′(At)
µ′(As)
− 1
∣∣∣∣
≤ 2 · µ
′(As∆At)
µ′(As)
≤ 2 · µ
′(At∆As)
µ′(At ∩As) < ε.
Note also that if ηt(s) 6= 0, then (s, n) ∈ At for some n, whence (t, s) ∈ Tube(L). Hence
supp ηt ⊆ tL.
2)⇒ 1): Given a compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0. We choose a small 0 < ε′ < 1 such
that 6ε
′
2−5ε′ < ε. By 2) there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a map η : G→L1(G) such that
||ηt||1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ηs − ηt||1 < ε′.
We identify ηt with a representative function ηt : G → C. It is not hard to see that we can
assume that {s ∈ G : ηt(s) 6= 0} ⊆ tL and ηt may also be supposed to be non-negative, since
|| |ηs| − |ηt| ||1 ≤ ||ηs − ηt||1.
Note that µ(L) > 0, for otherwise ||ηt||1 = 0 for all t ∈ G. Let M := µ(L)/ε′ > 0. For each
t ∈ G, we set
At := {(s, n) ∈ G× N : n ≤ ηt(s) ·M}.
It is clear that At is a Borel subset of G × N for each t ∈ G. For every t ∈ G, we define a
measurable map θt : G→[0,∞) by
θt(s) =
|At,s|
M
,
where At,s := {n ∈ N : (s, n) ∈ At}. Then θt satisfies the following two relations
µ′(At) = M · ||θt||1
||θt − ηt||1 < µ(L)/M = ε′,
for all t ∈ G. It follows that M(1 − ε′) < µ′(At) < M(1 + ε′). In particular, 0 < µ′(At) < ∞
for each t ∈ G. Moreover,
µ′(At∆As) =
∫
G
|At,x∆As,x|dµ(x) =
∫
G
||At,x| − |As,x||dµ(x) = M · ||θt − θs||1.
Hence,
µ′(As∆At)
µ′(As ∩ At) =
2µ′(As∆At)
µ′(As) + µ′(At)− µ′(As∆At) =
2||θs − θt||1
||θs||1 + ||θt||1 − ||θs − θt||1 .
Since ||θt||1 > 1− ε′ for every t ∈ G and ||θs − θt||1 < 3ε′ for all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K), we see that
µ′(As∆At)
µ′(As ∩ At) <
6ε′
2(1− ε′)− 3ε′ =
6ε′
2− 5ε′ < ε
for all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K).
Finally, if (s, n) ∈ At, then ηt(s) 6= 0. It follows that (t, s) ∈ Tube(L).
2)⇒ 3): Recall that there is a linear isometric embedding I : L1(G) →֒ C0(G)∗ given by
I(f)(g) =
∫
G
gfdµ.
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Given a compact subsetK ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a continuous
map η : G→L1(G) such that ||ηt||1 = 1, supp ηt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ηs − ηt||1 < ε.
ηt may be supposed to be non-negative (since |||ηs| − |ηt|||1 ≤ ||ηs − ηt||1). Define the map
ν = I ◦ η : G→C0(G)∗+, which is obviously a weak-∗ continuous map with ||νt|| = 1. Let g ∈
C0(G) be such that g|tL = 0. Then
νt(g) = I(ηt)(g) =
∫
tL
gηtdµ = 0,
i.e., supp νt ⊆ tL. Finally,
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||νs − νt|| = sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||I(ηs − ηt)|| = sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ηs − ηt||1 < ε.
3)⇒ 2): Let f be a cut-off function for G. Using convolution we define a linear contraction
Tf : C0(G)
∗ → L1(G) by Tf(ν)(s) = ν(fs) where fs is defined by fs(t) = f(s−1t) for s, t ∈ G.
Indeed, this is clearly a linear map, and the following computation shows that T is a contraction.
Moreover, T is isometric when restricted to the positive cone C0(G)∗+.
||Tf (ν)||1 =
∫
G
|ν(fs)| dµ(s) ≤
∫
G
∫
G
f(s−1t)d |ν| (t)dµ(s) =
∫
G
∫
G
f(t−1s)dµ(s)d |ν| (t) = ||ν||.
Observe that the inequality above becomes an equality if ν is positive. Given a compact
subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a weak-∗ continuous map
ν : G→C0(G)∗+ such that ||νt|| = 1, supp νt ⊆ tL for every t ∈ G and
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||νs − νt|| < ε.
Define η : G→L1(G) by the composition
G
ν→ C0(G)∗+
Tf→֒ L1(G).
It is clear that ||ηt||1 = 1 and supp ηt ⊆ t(L · supp f) for every t ∈ G. Moreover, we see that
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ηs − ηt||1 = sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||Tf (νs − νt)||1 ≤ sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||νs − νt|| < ε.
Finally, we show that η is continuous. Let tn→t, we want to show that ||νtn ∗f −νt ∗f ||1→0.
We can assume that {tn}n∈N ⊆ t · supp f . Since ν is weak-∗ continuous, we get
(νtn ∗ f)(s) = νtn(fs)→νt(fs) = (νt ∗ f)(s),
for all s ∈ G. Note that supp (νtn ∗ f) ⊆ tn(L · supp f) ⊆ t · supp f · L · supp f and
(νtn ∗ f)(s) = νtn(fs) =
∫
G
fs(x)dνtn(x) ≤ ||f ||∞||νtn || = ||f ||∞.
It follows that
(νtn ∗ f) ≤ χt·supp f ·L·supp f ||f ||∞ ∈ L1(G) a.e.
We complete the proof by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.
2)⇒ 4): Let η : G→L1(G) be a map as in (2). For each t ∈ G, define ξt = |ηt|1/2. Then
||ξt − ξs||22 =
∫
x∈G
|ξt(x) − ξs(x)|2dµ(x)
≤
∫
x∈G
|ξt(x)2 − ξs(x)2|dµ(x)
=
∫
x∈G
||ηt(x)| − |ηs(x)||dµ(x)
≤ ||ηt − ηs||1.
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Now, the rest of the proof is obvious.
4)⇒ 2): Let ξ : G→L2(G) be a map as in (4). For each t ∈ G, define ηt = |ξt|2. Then by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one has
||ηt − ηs||1 =
∫
x∈G
||ξt(x)|2 − |ξs(x)|2|dµ(x)
=
∫
x∈G
(|ξt(x)|+ |ξs(x)|)||ξt(x)| − |ξs(x)||dµ(x)
≤ |||ξt|+ |ξs|||2|||ξt| − |ξs|||2
≤ 2||ξt − ξs||2.
Now, it is not hard to complete the proof.
4)⇒ 5): Given a compact subset K ⊆ G and ε > 0, let ξ : G→L2(G) be a continuous map
as in (4). We identify ξt ∈ L2(G) with a representative ξt : G → C. We may assume that
{s ∈ G : ξt(s) 6= 0} ⊆ tL. Then we define a continuous positive type kernel k : G × G→C by
the formula
k(s, t) = 〈ξs, ξt〉.
It is clear that suppk ⊆ Tube(L · L−1) and we compute that
sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
|k(s, t)− 1| = sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
|〈ξs − ξt, ξt〉| ≤ sup
(s,t)∈Tube(K)
||ξs − ξt||2||ξt||2 < ε.
5)⇒ 4): Let a compact subset K ⊆ G and 0 < ε < 1/2 be given. Let f be a cut-off
function for G. Observe that supp f · (K ∪ {e}) · supp f is a compact subset of G. By (5),
there exist a compact subset L ⊆ G and a continuous positive type kernel k0 on G such that
supp k0 ⊆ Tube(L) and
sup{|k0(s, t)− 1| : (s, t) ∈ Tube(supp f · (K ∪ {e}) · supp f)} < ε.
Observe that k0 is bounded because it is of positive type and k0(s, s) < 1 + ε for all s ∈ G. It
follows from lemma 2.6 that k : G×G→C given by
k(s, t) =
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)k0(sv, tw)f(w)dµ(w)dµ(v)
is a continuous bounded positive type kernel whose support is still a tube, say supp(k) ⊆
Tube(L′). If (s, t) ∈ Tube(K ∪ {e}), then
|k(s, t)− 1| =
∣∣∣∣
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)k0(sv, tw)f(w)dµ(w)dµ(v) −
∫
G
f(v)dµ(v)
∫
G
f(w)dµ(w)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
supp f
∫
supp f
f(w)f(v)|k0(sv, tw) − 1|dµ(v)dµ(w)
≤ sup{|k0(x, y)− 1| : (x, y) ∈ Tube(supp f · (K ∪ {e}) · supp f)}
< ε.
Let Tk0 be the integral operator on L
2(G), which is induced by k0, so we define Tk0 by
Tk0(ξ)(s) =
∫
G k0(s, t)ξ(t)dµ(t). Note that Tk0 is positive and bounded, and that
k(s, t) = 〈Tk0ft, fs〉,
where ft(x) = f(t−1x).
Let p be a polynomial such that 0 ≤ p(t) and |p(t)2 − t| < ε/||f ||22 for t ∈ [0, ||Tk0 ||]. Define
a continuous map η : G→L2(G) by ηt = p(Tk0)ft. Note that
|〈ηt, ηs〉 − k(s, t)| = |〈p(Tk0)ft, p(Tk0)fs〉 − k(s, t)|
= |〈p2(Tk0)ft, fs〉 − 〈Tk0ft, fs〉|
≤ ||p2(Tk0)− Tk0 ||||ft||2||fs||2
< ε,
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for all s, t ∈ G. It follows that |〈ηt, ηs〉 − 1| ≤ |〈ηt, ηs〉 − k(s, t)| + |k(s, t) − 1| < 2ε for
all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K ∪ {e}), which implies that 1 − 2ε < Re〈ηt, ηs〉 < 2ε + 1 for all (s, t) ∈
Tube(K ∪ {e}).
Since ε < 1/2, we see that
√
1 + 2ε > ||ηt||2 >
√
1− 2ε > 0. We define a continuous map
ξ : G→L2(G) by ξt = ηt/||ηt||2. This map ξ satisfies
1− Re〈ξt, ξs〉 = 1− Re〈ηt, ηs〉〈ηt, ηt〉1/2〈ηs, ηs〉1/2 ≤ 1−
1− 2ε
1 + 2ε
=
4ε
1 + 2ε
< 4ε
for all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K ∪ {e}). Therefore we see that ||ξs − ξt||2 =
√
2− 2Re〈ξt, ξs〉 <
√
8ε for
all (s, t) ∈ Tube(K). Finally, if p is of degree d, then it is not hard to see that
supp ξt ⊆ t · supp f · ((Ld)−1 ∪ · · · ∪ L−1 ∪ {e}).

We end this section by showing that property A is equivalent to amenability at infinity. Recall
that a locally compact group G is said to be amenable at infinity if there exists a topologically
amenable action (in the sense of [1]) of G on some compact Hausdorff space X . In the discrete
case, it is known that G is exact if and only if G is amenable at infinity if and only if the action
of G on its Stone-Čech compactification is topologically amenable if and only if G has property
A. In the locally compact case, we have to replace the Stone-Čech compactification by the
space βu(G) that is defined in the following way. βu(G) is the universal compact Hausdorff left
G-space equipped with a continuous G-equivariant inclusion of G as an open dense subspace,
which has the following property: any (continuous) G-equivariant map from G into a compact
Hausdorff left G-space K extends uniquely to a continuous G-equivariant map from βu(G) into
K. We can identify C(βu(G)) with the C∗-algebra of bounded left-uniform continuous functions
on G, i.e. the algebra of all bounded continuous functions f on G such that f(t−1s) − f(s)
tends to 0 uniformly as t tends to the unit element of G. Anantharaman-Delaroche showed in
[1, Proposition 3.4] that a l.c.s.c. group G is amenable at infinity if and only if its action on
βu(G) by translation is topologically amenable.
As in [1], we denote by θ the homeomorphism of G×G that is given by θ(s, t) = (s−1, s−1t).
Let Cb,θ(G × G) be the algebra of bounded continuous functions f on G × G such that f ◦ θ
has a continuous extension to βu(G)×G. In fact, we have the following characterization of the
continuous functions f : G×G→ C such that f ◦ θ has a continuous extension to βu(G) ×G.
Observation 2.7. Let f : G × G→C be a (continuous) function. Then f ◦ θ extends to a
continuous function on βu(G)×G if and only if f satisfies the following two conditions:
sup
v∈G
|f(v, vt)| <∞ for all t ∈ G
sup
v∈G
|f(vsn, vtn)− f(vs, vt)|→0 for all sn→s and tn→t.
In [1], Anantharaman-Delaroche showed the following characterization of l.c.s.c. groups that
are amenable at infinity.
Theorem 2.8 ([1, Proposition 3.4 and 3.5]). Let G be a l.c.s.c. group. Then the following are
equivalent.
1) G is amenable at infinity, i.e. there exists a topologically amenable action of G on a
compact Hausdorff space.
2) the action of G on βu(G) is topologically amenable.
3) There exists a net (ki) of positive type kernels in Cb,θ(G×G) with support in tubes such
that limi ki = 1, uniformly on tubes.
The uniform continuity property in observation 2.7 above is precisely the one we obtained
in lemma 2.6. It is now clear that in point (5) of theorem 2.3, we may assume that the kernel
k is contained in Cb,θ(G×G). This proves the following result
Corollary 2.9. A l.c.s.c. group G is amenable at infinity if and only if G has property A.
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One of our motivations to study groups with property A is that for such groups, the Baum-
Connes assembly map with coefficients is split-injective. This was proven first by Higson [8,
Theorem 1.1] in the discrete case. Later, Chabert, Echterhoff and Oyono-Oyono showed [4,
Theorem 1.9] that this is still true for l.c.s.c. groups that are amenable at infinity. Since we
have just shown that a l.c.s.c. group with property A is amenable at infinity, this is still true
for groups with property A.
Corollary 2.10. If G is a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff group which has prop-
erty A, then the Baum-Connes assembly map with coefficients for G is split-injective.
3. Uniform embeddability into Hilbert space
In this section we study groups that admit a uniform embedding into Hilbert space, in
the sense of Gromov [6], see definition 3.1. As a consequence of corollary 2.9 in the previous
section, all groups with property A embed uniformly into Hilbert space. In fact, we show that
uniform embeddability into Hilbert space is equivalent to the existence of a Haagerup action
on a compact Hausdorff space. We say that an action G y X on a compact Hausdorff space
has the Haagerup property if the associated transformation groupoid has a continuous proper
conditionally negative type function. In the previous section, we mentioned that the Baum-
Connes assembly map with coefficients is split-injective for groups with property A. In theorem
3.5, we extend this result to groups that embed uniformly into Hilbert space.
In [6], Gromov introduced the notion of a uniform embedding of a metric space into another
one. On any l.c.s.c. group G, there is a proper left-invariant metric d, and this metric is
unique up to coarse equivalence, see [7] and [14]. This gives a well-defined notion of a uniform
embedding of a l.c.s.c. group into Hilbert space. However, for the purpose of this paper, we use
the following equivalent definition, that was first given by Anantharaman-Delaroche in [1].
Definition 3.1. Let G be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff topological group.
A map u from G into a Hilbert space H is said to be a uniform embedding if u satisfies the
following two conditions:
a) for every compact subset K of G there exists R > 0 such that
(s, t) ∈ Tube(K)⇒ ||u(s)− u(t)|| ≤ R;
b) for every R > 0 there exists a compact subset K of G such that
||u(s)− u(t)|| ≤ R⇒ (s, t) ∈ Tube(K).
We say that a l.c.s.c. group G embeds uniformly into Hilbert space (or admits a uniform
embedding into Hilbert space) if there exists a Hilbert space H and a uniform embedding
u : G→ H .
Anantharaman-Delaroche showed in [1] that l.c.s.c. groups that are amenable at infinity,
embed uniformly into Hilbert space. As a consequence of corollary 2.9, we obtain the following:
Proposition 3.2 ([1], Proposition 3.7). If a l.c.s.c. group G has property A, then G admits a
uniform embedding into Hilbert space.
As with property A, whenever there is a uniform embedding of G into H , there also is a
continuous uniform embedding of G into H .
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a locally compact, second countable group. The following are
equivalent:
1): G admits a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space;
2): G admits a Borel uniform embedding into a separable Hilbert space;
3): G admits a continuous uniform embedding into a separable Hilbert space.
Proof. It is clear that 3) implies 1).
1)⇒ 2): Let u : G→H be a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space H . Let C be a compact
neighborhood of identity in G. As in the proof of lemma 2.5, we find group elements (sn)n
and Borel subsets Cn ⊆ snC such that G =
⊔
n Cn. Define u
′ : G→H by the property that
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u′(s) = u(sn) whenever s ∈ Cn. This way, u′ is a Borel step function. Since u is a uniform
embedding, we find an R > 0 such that ‖u(s)− u(t)‖ ≤ R whenever s−1t ∈ C. Fix n ∈ N and
observe that every s ∈ Cn satisfies s−1n s ∈ C. As a consequence,
‖u′(s)− u(s)‖ = ‖u(sn)− u(s)‖ ≤ R.
Since this is true for all n ∈ N and s ∈ Cn, we see that u′ is at bounded distance from u, so u′ is
still a uniform embedding. Observe that u′ takes values only in the separable closed subspace
H0 ⊆ H that is spanned by {u(sn) : n ∈ N}. In other words, u′ is a Borel uniform embedding
into the separable Hilbert space H0.
2)⇒ 3): Let u : G→H be a Borel uniform embedding into a separable Hilbert space H .
Let f be a cut-off function for G. Since u is a uniform embedding, we find R > 0 such that
‖u(s)− u(t)‖ ≤ R whenever s−1t ∈ supp(f). For a fixed t ∈ G, we define an anti-linear
functional ϕt : H→C by the formula ϕt(v) =
∫
G〈f(s−1t)u(s), v〉dµ(s) for all v ∈ H . Observe
that ϕt is bounded because
|ϕt(v)| ≤
∫
G
∣∣〈f(s−1t)u(s), v〉∣∣ dµ(s) ≤
∫
G
f(s−1t)(‖u(t)‖+R) ‖v‖ dµ(s) = (‖u(t)‖+ R) ‖v‖ ,
for every vector v ∈ H . By the Riesz-Fréchet theorem there exists a unique u′(t) ∈ H such that
ϕt(v) = 〈u′(t), v〉 for all v ∈ H . Observe that u′(t) is at distance at most R from u(t):
|〈u′(t)− u(t), v〉| =
∣∣∣∣
∫
G
f(s−1t)〈u(s), v〉dµ(s) − 〈u(t), v〉
∫
G
f(s−1t)dµ(s)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
G
f(s−1t)R ‖v‖ dµ(s)
≤ R ‖v‖ .
In particular, we see that u′ is still a uniform embedding of G into H .
We show that u′ is continuous. This follows from the following computation: let (tn)n
be a sequence in G that converges to t ∈ G. The sequence t−1tn remains in some compact
neighborhood U of identity in G. Since u is a uniform embedding, we find R2 > 0 such that
‖u(s)− u(t)‖ ≤ R2 whenever t−1s ∈ U supp(f). Now we see that, for every v ∈ H and n ∈ N,
|〈u′(tn)− u′(t), v〉| ≤
∫
G
∣∣f(s−1tn)− f(s−1t)∣∣ ‖u(s)‖ ‖v‖ dµ(s)
=
∫
G
∣∣f(t−1n s)− f(t−1s)∣∣ ‖u(s)‖ ‖v‖ dµ(s)
≤ ‖tn · f − t · f‖∞ µ(U supp(f))(‖u(t)‖ +R2) ‖v‖ .
Since f is continuous with compact support, we see that ‖tn · f − t · f‖∞ tends to 0. Therefore
we also get that ‖u′(tn)− u′(t)‖ tends to 0. 
We give an alternative characterization of uniform embedding into Hilbert space in terms of
transformation groupoids and conditionally negative type functions on it. For the convenience
of our readers, we recall these concepts:
Let G be a locally compact group acting continuously on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X . The transformation groupoid X ⋊G consists of all pairs (x, g) with x ∈ X , g ∈ G. Its base
space is X , and the source and range maps are given by
s(x, g) = g−1x, r(x, g) = x.
The composition law is (gx, g)(x, g′) = (gx, gg′) and the inversion is given by (x, g)−1 =
(g−1x, g−1).
A conditionally negative type function on X ⋊G is a function ψ : X ×G→R such that
1) ψ(x, e) = 0 for all x ∈ X ;
2) ψ(x, g) = ψ(g−1x, g−1) for all (x, g) ∈ X ×G;
3)
∑n
i,j=1 titjψ(g
−1
i x, g
−1
i gj) ≤ 0 for all {ti}ni=1 ⊆ R satisfying
∑n
i=1 ti = 0, gi ∈ G and x ∈ X .
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We say that an action G y X of a group on a compact Hausdorff space has the Haagerup
property if its transformation groupoidX⋊G admits a continuous proper conditionally negative
type function.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a l.c.s.c. group. The following are equivalent:
1): G admits a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space.
2): There exists a continuous conditionally negative type kernel k on G×G satisfying
• k is bounded on every tube;
• k is a proper kernel, i.e. {(s, t) ∈ G×G : |k(s, t)| ≤ R} is a tube for all R > 0.
3): The action G y βu(G) has the Haagerup property, i.e, there exists a continuous proper
conditionally negative type function on βu(G) ⋊G.
4): There exists a second countable compact Hausdorff left G-space Y which admits a continuous
proper conditionally negative type function on Y ⋊G.
Proof. 2)⇒ 1): Assume that k is a continuous conditionally negative type kernel on G × G
satisfying the conditions in 2). It follows from the GNS construction (see Theorem C.2.3 [3])
that there exist a real Hilbert space H and a continuous map u : G→H such that
k(s, t) = ||u(s)− u(t)||2.
By the conditions on k, it is easy to see that u is a uniform embedding.
1)⇒ 3): We may assume that G admits a continuous uniform embedding u : G→H , where
H is a (separable) Hilbert space. Define a continuous function k0 : G×G→R by
k0(s, t) = ||u(s)− u(t)||2.
It is clear that k0 is bounded on every tube. Let f be a cut-off function for G. It follows from
lemma 2.6 that the kernel k : G×G→R that is given by
k(s, t) =
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)k0(sv, tw)f(w)dµ(w)dµ(v)
is continuous and bounded on every tube. Moreover, k ◦ θ has a continuous extension ψ0 :
βu(G)×G→R.
We have already seen in the proof of the previous proposition that there exists a unique
continuous uniform embedding u ∗ f : G→H such that
〈u ∗ f(t), η〉 =
∫
G
〈f(s−1t)u(s), η〉dµ(s) for η ∈ H.
Now, we define a continuous conditionally negative type kernel ϕ : G×G→R by
ϕ(s, t) = ||u ∗ f(s)− u ∗ f(t)||2.
By the definition of u ∗ f , it is not hard to see that
ϕ(s, t) = Re
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)〈u(sv)− u(tv), u(sw)− u(tw)〉f(w)dµ(w)dµ(v)
=
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)Re〈u(sv)− u(tv), u(sw)− u(tw)〉f(w)dµ(w)dµ(v)
=
1
2
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w)


− ‖u(sw)‖2 + 2Re〈u(sv), u(sw)〉 − ‖u(sv)‖2
+ ‖u(sv)‖2 − 2Re〈u(sv), u(tw)〉+ ‖u(tw)‖2
− ‖u(tw)‖2 + 2Re〈u(tv), u(tw)〉 − ‖u(tv)‖2
+ ‖u(tv)‖2 − 2Re〈u(tv), u(sw)〉+ ‖u(sw)‖2


dµ(w)dµ(v)
=
1
2
∫
G
∫
G
f(v)f(w)(−k0(sv, sw) + k0(sv, tw) − k0(tv, tw) + k0(tv, sw))dµ(w)dµ(v)
=
1
2
(k(s, t)− k(s, s)− k(t, t) + k(t, s))
=
1
2
(2k(s, t)− k(s, s)− k(t, t)),
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where the first equality follows from the fact that ϕ is real-valued.
Thus, the function ψ : βu(G) × G → R that is given by ψ(y, t) = ψ0(y, t) − 12 (ψ0(y, e) +
ψ0(t
−1y, e)) extends ϕ ◦ θ continuously. Note that ϕ is a conditionally negative type kernel on
G × G if and only if ϕ ◦ θ is a conditionally negative type function on G ⋊ G, which is also
equivalent to ψ being a conditionally negative type function on βu(G) ⋊ G. Moreover, ψ is
proper because {(s, t) ∈ G×G : |ϕ(s, t)| ≤ R} is a tube for all R > 0.
3)⇒ 4): Let ϕ : βu(G)×G→R be a continuous proper conditionally negative type function on
βu(G)⋊G. If we identify C(βu(G)×G) with C(G,C(βu(G))), then G ∋ t 7→ ϕ(·, t) ∈ C(βu(G))
is a continuous map. Let A be the C∗-algebra generated by the unit in C(βu(G)) and the set
{s.ϕ(·, t) : s, t ∈ G}. It is clear that A is a unital, separable and G-invariant C∗-subalgebra
of C(βu(G)). Hence, there exists a compact Hausdorff, second countable left G-space Y such
that A ∼= C(Y ). It is not hard to see that there exist a continuous G-equivariant surjection
p : βu(G)→Y and a continuous function ψ : Y ×G→R such that the following diagram
βu(G) ×G
ϕ
$$
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
p×id

Y ×G ψ // R
commutes. The properness of ψ follows from the properness of ϕ and the surjectivity of p.
Since p is also G-equivariant, ψ is a conditionally negative type function on Y ⋊G, as desired.
4)⇒ 2): Let ϕ : Y ×G → R be a conditionally negative type function on Y ⋊ G. Fix one
point y0 ∈ Y and define a kernel k : G×G→ R by the following formula:
k(s, t) = ϕ(s−1y0, s
−1t) for all s, t ∈ G.
It is now clear that k is a continuous function. Because ϕ was a conditionally negative function,
one easily computes that k is a conditionally negative type kernel on G. Moreover, because Y
is compact and ϕ is continuous, it follows that k is bounded on tubes. Finally, the properness
of ϕ translates to the properness of k, as a kernel on G. 
Our final result shows that for every group G that embeds uniformly into a Hilbert space,
the Baum-Connes assembly map with coefficients is split-injective. The analogous result for
discrete groups was first proven by Skandalis, Tu and Yu ([13] Theorem 6.1). The argument is
almost identical to the one used to prove [4, Theorem 1.9].
Theorem 3.5. If G is a l.c.s.c. group which admits a uniform embedding into Hilbert space,
then the Baum-Connes assembly map
µA : K
top
∗
(G;A)→K∗(A⋊r G)
is split-injective for any separable G-C∗-algebra A.
Proof. Suppose that ψ is a continuous proper conditionally negative type function on Y ⋊ G
as in theorem 3.4 4). We show first that we can assume that Y is a compact convex space, on
which G acts by affine transformations. Let X denote the space Prob(Y ) of Borel probability
measures on Y equipped with the weak-∗ topology. Notice thatX is a second countable compact
Hausdorff left G-space (with the induced action from Gy Y ). We define ϕ : X ×G→R by
ϕ(m, t) =
∫
Y
ψ(y, t)dm(y).
We claim that ϕ is a continuous proper conditionally negative type function on X⋊G. Indeed,
if we identify X with the state space of C(Y ), then we see that ϕ(m, t) = m(ψ(·, t)). Thus,
the continuity of ϕ follows from the norm-boundedness of X and the continuity of the map
G ∋ t 7→ ψ(·, t) ∈ C(Y,R). It is not hard to see that ϕ is a continuous proper conditionally
negative type function since ψ is.
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We now consider the following commutative diagram, which is called the Higson descent
diagram (cf. the proof of theorem 3.2 in [8]):
Ktop∗ (G;A)
i∗

µA
// K∗(A⋊r G)
i∗

Ktop∗ (G;A ⊗ C(X)) µA⊗C(X) // K∗((A⊗ C(X))⋊r G),
where the vertical arrows are induced by the inclusion i : C→C(X) and the horizontal arrows
are the Baum-Connes assembly maps. By lemma 4.1 in [13], the Baum-Connes assembly map
for the groupoid X ⋊G with coefficients in A⊗ C(X) is the same as the one for the group G
with coefficients in A⊗C(X). Because whenever the groupoid X ⋊G has a continuous proper
conditionally negative type function, it also has a proper affine isometric action on a continuous
field of Hilbert spaces over X [15]. Hence, by theorem 9.3 in [15] the bottom horizontal arrow
is an isomorphism. Since X is convex and the action of G on X is affine, the space X is K-
equivariantly contractible for any compact subgroup K of G. By proposition 1.10 in [4], the
left vertical arrow is an isomorphism. An easy diagram chase then shows the split-injectivity
of the assembly map µA. 
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